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The boer heritage given to them by treacherous past rulers, are minds amputated from reality.

  

The same goes for the rest of the South African population.

  

In 1928, the KOMINTERN decided that South Africa should have a black communist
government. From then on, active measures and communist propaganda and psychological
warfare techniques was deployed against boers to dislodge them from society, government and
property.

  

The boers as a Protestant nation, were also a target of destruction from the Catholic Church’s
unfinished Counterreformation efforts and propaganda.

  

The British were using propaganda and other active measures techniques to strengthen their
grip on minerals, gemstones, and precious metals acquired by their boer’s genocide from 1899
to 1901.

  

This three-pronged attack from the Catholics, the communists, and the British led to the
eventual subjugation of the boer nation in 1994.

  

The boers were then fully amputated from reality, and self-paralyzed from multiple
psychological warfare techniques. They were not able to judge reality anymore, and were
turned into an almost vegetative state, unable to protect themselves anymore.

  

The black population suffered equally severe physical brain damage from decades-long
propaganda from these same sources.

  

However, in the case of the black population, propaganda was shaped to permanently taint the
boers as demons, and also to include a Leninist type of Messianic Marxism into their thinking,
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permanently creating activism and terrorism into their thought patterns, but nonetheless severed
from truth and reality. 

  

But bombarded with activist-generating propaganda, necessary for the creation of permanently
biased terrorists.

  

Two sides of the coin in South Africa. Black and white.

  

Both amputated from reality. 

  

The one side suffering from self-paralysis.

  

The other side suffering from hatred, and murderous activism.

  

  

A clear winning recipe for disaster, explaining completely the pro-white genocide committed
against whites by black sociopaths on a daily basis.
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